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originally formed part of the monastic 
settlement dating back to the 11th century 
when King Alfonso VI assigned their 
care to the monks of the Abbé de Saint 
Giraldo from France. Queen Isabella 
stayed here in 1486 on her pilgrimage to 
Santiago. Opp. the church is a museum 
in a renovated Palloza. A 200m walk past 
the bars, shops and restaurants to: Alb.➋ 
O’Cebreiro Xunta. [106÷2] €8 ✆ 660 
396 809 on the western (far) end of the 
village on an exposed and elevated site above the main road. Purpose built hostel 
with all facilities (see photo). [Next albergue Hospital de la Condesa 5.5 km.].

Note on Galician Albergues: the regional government Xunta de Galicia has 
constructed modern purpose-built pilgrim hostels or converted former school 
buildings all along the route from here to Finisterre. This is one of the better 
examples of a rather uninspiring uniform design. These hostels can generally be 
identified by the stark white walls and the blue Telefonica kiosk outside. They all 
have reasonable facilities, such as hot showers and toilets, but kitchens are frequently 
out of commission. The cynical might hint at exploitation by local restaurants but 
forewarned is forearmed and everyone needs to make a living. There is usually a 
restaurant close by, often run by the hospitalera. Uniform charge of €8 per night.

Alb. ➊ Casa Campelo Priv. [10÷1]+ €15 +€50 ✆ 679 678 458 (Olga & Estrella). 
Other Lodging (Av. cost Ind. €40 / Dbl. €48). H Rst.& bar  O Cebreiro hotel rustico 
✆ 982 367 182 adj. church with souvenir shop & San Giraldo de Aurillac ✆ 982 
367 125. CR Navarro ✆ 982 367 007. Hs.& Rst. Mesón Antón ✆ 638 350 753. P 
Casa Carolo ✆ 982 367 168. CR & Venta 
Celta with popular restaurant ✆ 667 553 
006. CR Casa Valiña ✆ 982 367 125. CR 
Casa Frade ✆ 982 367 104. O’Cebreiro is a 
popular tourist venue as well as pilgrim halt 
– demand for beds can outstrip supply in the 
summer which can, in some cases, lead to 
high prices and low standards. Find a bed 
before celebrating your arrival and note that 
Additional lodging can be found in Pedrafita 
O Cebreiro 4.5 km. off route. 
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